Note: Some designs in this collection may have been created using unique special stitches and/or techniques. To preserve design integrity when rescaling or rotating designs in your software, always rescale or rotate designs using the handles directly on-screen.

OC04001 FSL Gift Bag Front/Back with Appliqué
4.41 X 4.94 in.
112.01 X 125.48 mm
29,791 St.

OC04002 FSL Gift Bag Side with Appliqué
3.06 X 4.50 in.
77.72 X 114.30 mm
20,565 St.

OC04003 FSL Gift Bag Bottom with Appliqué
4.42 X 3.18 in.
112.27 X 80.77 mm
11,679 St.

OC04004 FSL Gift Tag with Appliqué
1.74 X 3.04 in.
44.20 X 77.22 mm
5,696 St.

OC04005 FSL Candy Dish Side
3.01 X 2.20 in.
76.45 X 55.88 mm
13,847 St.

OC04006 FSL Candy Dish Bottom with Appliqué
3.70 X 3.70 in.
93.98 X 93.98 mm
20,866 St.

It is a violation of Copyright law to make and distribute copies of software or artwork.
Software is licensed to the original purchaser for use at one location. ©2010 OESD, LLC. All rights reserved.
Listings below indicate color sample, stitching order and suggested thread color number in Isacord, YLI Fine Metallic, Yenmet or YLI Variegated threads.

OC04001  FSL Gift Bag Front/Back with Appliqué
1. Placement Stitch .................................. 0015
2. Cut Line & Tackdown ............................ 0015
3. Lace ............................................. 0015

OC04002  FSL Gift Bag Side with Appliqué
1. Placement Stitch .................................. 0015
2. Cut Line & Tackdown ............................ 0015
3. Lace ............................................. 0015

OC04003  FSL Gift Bag Bottom with Appliqué
1. Placement Stitch .................................. 0015
2. Cut Line & Tackdown ............................ 0015
3. Lace ............................................. 0015

OC04004  FSL Gift Tag with Appliqué
1. Placement Stitch .................................. 0015
2. Cut Line & Tackdown ............................ 0015
3. Lace ............................................. 0015

OC04005  FSL Candy Dish Side
1. Lace ............................................. 0015

OC04006  FSL Candy Dish Bottom with Appliqué
1. Placement Stitch .................................. 0015
2. Cut Line & Tackdown ............................ 0015
3. Lace ............................................. 0015
**Gift Bag - Summary**
- Requires 2 FSL Gift Bag Front/Back with Applique – OC04001
- Requires 2 FSL Gift Bag Side with Applique – OC04002
- Requires 1 FSL Gift Bag Bottom with Appliqué – OC04003
- Optional 1 FSL Gift Tag with Appliqué – OC04004

**Candy Dish - Summary**
- Requires 6 FSL Candy Dish Side – OC04005
- Requires 1 FSL Candy Dish Bottom with Appliqué – OC04006

**Supplies**
- Embroidery Thread
- Fabric for appliqué (we used white satin for the candy dish bottom and red cotton for the gift bag and tag)
- 1 yard of 1” wide satin ribbon for the gift bag handles
- Embroidery Machine
- Optional - tweezers, hemostats, stiletto or a tiny crochet hook

**Handy tips:**
- A pair of tweezers, hemostats, stiletto or a tiny crochet hook can be extremely helpful when inserting the buttonettes into the eyelets. (Please see PICTURE 1 below for explanation of “buttonette” and “eyelet” for 3D Ornaments.)
- Insert the tip of the tweezers, hemostats or crochet hook into the eyelet, grasp the buttonette and pull through the eyelet.
- A Stiletto could be used to “push” the buttonette through the eyelet.
- The lace looks best when left fairly stiff. When the design is finished stitching, wash the design lightly so that some of the water soluble stabilizer stays in the design. It is better to hold the ornament gently and allow the water to flow through rather than working at it or scrubbing the lace.
- If item becomes too limp to work with, dissolve scrap pieces of water soluble stabilizer in warm water and apply to the item to re-stiffen.

**PICTURE 1**

[Image of Eyelets and Buttonholes]
Instructions for Gift Bag Construction

1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines (page 4) and Cut In Place Appliqué Instructions (page 4) and stitch the lace pieces required as listed in the summary on page 2.
2. Leaving the stitched pieces flat, add embellishments as desired such as glitz crystals, sequins or beads.
3. Lay gift bag bottom (OC04003) with right side up and one of the gift bag front/back pieces (OC04001) with right side down and button the five buttonettes from the gift bag bottom into the five eyelets along the bottom of the gift bag front/back.
4. With gift bag bottom still right side up, lay one of the gift bag side pieces (OC04002) with right side down and button the three buttonettes from the gift bag bottom into the three eyelets along the bottom of the gift bag side.
5. Leaving gift bag bottom flat, bring the gift bag front/back and side pieces up and insert the five buttonettes from the gift bag front/back into the eyelets on the gift bag side.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to attach the opposite gift bag side piece.
7. Repeat steps 3 to attach the opposite gift bag front/back piece.
8. Insert the five buttonettes along each side of the gift bag front/back piece into the five eyelets lining either gift bag side piece.
9. Cut two lengths of satin ribbon approximately 12” each.
10. Tie a knot in one end of the ribbon and insert into hole on gift bag front/back (see PICTURE 2) so that the knot is left inside the bag.
11. If you wish to include the optional gift tag (OC04004), slide it onto the ribbon through the hole at the top of the tag.
12. Insert untied end of the ribbon into the other hole and tie knot inside bag.
13. Repeat to attach handle on opposite side.

Instructions for Candy Bowl Construction

1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines (page 4) and Cut In Place Appliqué Instructions (page 4) and stitch the lace pieces required as listed in the summary on page 2.
2. Leaving the stitched pieces flat, add embellishments as desired such as glitz crystals, sequins or beads.
3. Lay candy dish bottom (OC04060) with right side up and arrange candy dish side pieces (OC04005) around it also with right sides up.
4. Insert three buttonettes from the candy dish bottom into the three eyelets along the bottom of one of the candy dish side pieces. Note that on the candy dish bottom there are two buttonettes close to one another, then one spaced farther away then again two close together. You will use two of the close ones for each side piece. Refer to PICTURE 3
5. Attach the next side piece to the bottom piece in the same manner. Use the very next three buttonettes located on the bottom piece.
6. Connect the two side pieces by inserting the two buttonettes from one side piece into the eyelets of the other piece.
7. Repeat steps 5 & 6 until all six side pieces are attached.
8. Complete by connecting the buttonettes/eyelets of the first and sixth side pieces.
9. Fill with candy and enjoy!
GENERAL FREE STANDING LACE GUIDELINES

SUPPLIES:
Embroidery Thread:
• Use the same Isacord thread in the bobbin as the needle.
Needles:
• Use an Organ 80/12 Titanium needle for extended needle life.
Stabilizer:
• OESD AquaMesh or OESD BadgeMaster water-soluble stabilizer.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Hoop two layers of OESD AquaMesh or one layer of OESD Badge Master water-soluble stabilizer.
2. Attach the hoop to the machine and select the design of your choice.
3. Sew the pattern/placement. PHOTO 01
4. Place a piece of appliqué fabric over the pattern/placement so that it is completely covered.
5. Sew the trim stitch/tackdown.
6. Carefully cut away the excess appliqué fabric. PHOTO 02
7. Sew the remainder of the design and repeat for any remaining pieces. PHOTO 03
8. Remove the hoop from the machine and design from the hoop. Trim excess stabilizer from the design.
9. Rinse away remaining stabilizer and allow it to dry before assembling.

HANDY HITS:
For stiffer lace:
• DO NOT RINSE away all of the stabilizer for a “stiffer” lace. However, do note that the thread may appear a shade darker if stabilizer is not removed completely.
• If you happen to wash too much out, easily re-stiffen by diluting some stabilizer scraps in water and dipping the item in the solution.

For very soft lace:
• Cut away excess stabilizer. Remove remaining stabilizer by rinsing under warm running water until all traces of the stabilizer are gone.
Note: If lace should become too limp to work with, dissolve stabilizer scraps in warm water and apply to the lace.

Drying lace:
Lay lace piece with right side down to dry. This will minimize the tendency for the lace to curl.